Preferential interaction of dimethyl sulfoxide and phosphatidyl choline membranes.
The interaction free energy of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and two types phospholipid membranes has been assessed from measurements of vapor pressure. The lipids were phosphatidyl cholines with respectively (14:0/14:0) (DMPC) and (16:0/18:1) (POPC) fatty acid chains. The results were expressed in terms of the iso-osmolal preferential interaction parameter, Gamma(mu1), which remained negative under all experimental conditions investigated here. This shows that water-membrane interactions are more favorable than DMSO-membrane interactions. This condition is known as preferential exclusion of DMSO (or preferential hydration of the membrane), and implies that the local (interfacial) concentration of the solute is reduced compared to the bulk. At room temperature and 1 m DMSO, Gamma(mu1) was -0.3 to -0.4 for both lipids. This corresponds to a sizable reduction in the DMSO concentration in a zone including at least the first two hydration layers of the membrane. Possible origins of the preferential exclusion are discussed. As a direct consequence of the pronounced preferential exclusion, DMSO generates an osmotic stress at the membrane interface. This tends to stabilize lipid phases of low surface areas and to withdraw water from multilamellar stacks of membranes. Based on this, we suggest that the preferential exclusion of DMSO explains both the modulation of phase behavior and the constriction of multilamellar aggregates induced by this solute.